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Math-History Conference 
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, October 5 and 6, 1990 
The Department of Mathematics at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse is 
sponsoring the third biannual conference on Math-History on October 5 and 6, 
1990. Invited speakers at the conference include Helena Pycior (University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee), Charles Duffy (Massachusetts Maritime Academy), and 
Irving Anellis (Iowa State University). There will be two tracks for contributed 
papers. One will be for original research in Math-History and the other for papers 
of an expository and/or educational nature. The length of presentation should not 
exceed thirty minutes. For further information please write to: 
J. D. Wine 
Department of Mathematics 
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse 
La Crosse, Wisconsin 54601 
Colloque le Continu Mathkmatique 
Cerisy-la-Salle, 11-21 Septembre 1990 
Comite’ d’honneur: Pierre Cartier, directeur de recherches au CNRS et profes- 
sew d: 1’Ecole Polytechnique (Paris); Gustave Choquet, directeur de l’e’quipe 
d’Analyse URA no754 du CNRS (Paris); Gilles Gaston Granger, professeur au 
Colkge de France (Paris). 
Pour faire le point sur le theme aussi ancien que fondamental du continu, des 
scientifiques, des historiens et des philosophes reflechiront ensemble sur des 
questions actuelles dans des disciplines de pointe: developpements geometriques 
et topologiques modernes, analyse non standard, intelligence artificielle, me- 
canique quantique, logique categoriale ou lineaire. 
Journkes Pre’vues: 
De Fontenelle a l’analyse non standard 
Formalisations non classiques du continu 
Le continu mathematique dans la perspective de la logique et des problbmes 
fondationnels 
Traditions philosophiques du continu 
Le continu dans la problematique de la philosophie des mathematiques 
Le continu mathematique dans les sciences de la nature et les sciences cogni- 
tives 
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Importance du continu mathematique dans le debat Bpistemologique 
Points de vue generaux et recherches mathematiques actuelles sur le continu 
dans le cadre classique 
Diversite actuelle des travaux en analyse non standard sur le continu. 
Pour tous renseignements, s’adresser a 
Madame H. Sinaceur 
5, Square du Trocadero 
75116 Paris, France 
ou B 
Monsieur J. M. Salanskis 
39, rue de l’Amiral-Mouchez 
75013 Paris, France 
REPORTS 
Report on the First Austrian Symposium on the History of 
Mathematics: Mathematics-Stimulating or Stimulated? 
Neuhofen an der Ybbs, Lower Austria, 9 to 15 November 1986 
By Christg Binder 
Institut fir Technische Mathematik, Technische Universitiit Wien, Wiedner Hauptstr. 8-10, 
A-1040 Vienna, Austria 
The Symposium took place in Neuhofen an der Ybbs, a small village in Lower 
Austria. In addition to the scientific program, the Symposium included an excur- 
sion to Kremsmiinster where participants visited the convent with its astronomi- 
cal tower (containing a collection of astronomical, physical, and mathematical 
instruments) and its library (with some very interesting old mathematical manu- 
scripts). Participants also enjoyed a short visit to another “Barock-Stift”: Seiten- 
stetten. Here Wilhelm Wirtinger-one of the main subjects of the meeting-went 
to school more than a hundred years ago. The school building has not changed 
since then. 
